A mathematical approach to molecular organization and proteolytic disintegration of bacterial inclusion bodies.
The in vivo proteolytic digestion of bacterial inclusion bodies (IBs) and the kinetic analysis of the resulting protein fragments is an interesting approach to investigate the molecular organization of these unconventional protein aggregates. In this work, we describe a set of mathematical instruments useful for such analysis and interpretation of observed data. These methods combine numerical estimation of digestion rate and approximation of its high-order derivatives, modelling of fragmentation events from a mixture of Poisson processes associated with differentiated protein species, differential equations techniques in order to estimate the mixture parameters, an iterative predictor-corrector algorithm for describing the flow diagram along the cascade process, as well as least squares procedures with minimum variance estimates. The models are formulated and compared with data, and successively refined to better match experimental observations. By applying such procedures as well as newer improved algorithms of formerly developed equations, it has been possible to model, for two kinds of bacterially produced aggregation prone recombinant proteins, their cascade digestion process that has revealed intriguing features of the IB-forming polypeptides.